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STANDLEY MIDDLE SCHOOL  ::  6298 Radcliffe Drive, San Diego, CA  92122 

  SSC MEETING MINUTES 
  Monday February 27, 2023, 3:05 p.m. 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: STAFF 

   Lisa Clifner, Credentialed 

   Doug Withers, Credentialed 

   Judith Lattimore, Credentialed 

   Bill Pearson, Principal 

   Phyllis Meredith, Other                        

 

 

PARENT/COMMUNITY MEMBERS 

   Jamil Person 

   Megan Bryden 

   Tawnia Gillespie 

   Lisa Smith 

    

 

GUESTS 

   Courtney Kern VP 

 

                    

                 

 

   
Quorum Met:  Yes 

 

ITEM DESCRIPTION/ACTIONS MEETING SUMMARY 

1. Call to Order  Call to order at 3:09 p.m. 

2. Public 

Comment 

OPEN No public comment 

3. SSC Business 

 
Bill Pearson, Principal  

 Approve Feb 6 2023 Minutes 

 

 Minutes approved as-is.  

 

4. Data Review 

 
Bill Pearson, Principal 

    Enrollment and Projection for 

23/24 

    Absenteeism 

    Suspension 

 

 Our projected enrollment is 807, or 813 including mod/severe.  Based on that we are 

planning to maintain all staffing, both classified and certificated.  Our current 

enrollment is at 814, we’ve been stable around that number since October. 

 Standley is at 95.89% attendance year to date, 96.97% for the past 30 days.  Chronic 

absenteeism is around 10% for the year, so 81 students have missed 10% or more of 

the school year. 

 We’ve increased from 0.4 to 0.6% for suspension.  Incidents in Powerschool are at 151 of 

which 102 are for disruption/defiance.  We were just informed we have to change how 

we enter “disruption defiance” so this will be listed differently in the future.  Lisa 

Smith asked if most incidents are caused by the same group of students.  W. Pearson 

said “disruption/defiance” is a huge range of behaviors that includes a lot of students, 

but the more unusual serious behavior problems are a small number of repeat students. 

5. Sight Plan for 

Student 

Achievement 

(SPSA) 

Bill Pearson, Principal 

 Parent School Compact 

 Family Engagement Policy 

 

 We will review these next time to see if we want to make any changes before finishing 

and publishing for next school year as part of the SPSA requirements. 

6. Budget 

 
Bill Pearson, Principal 

 Budget review and approval 

 SPSA aligned resources 09800 

 Budget: Standley has 3 budget sources to consider:  LCFF (state funds based on 

enrollment plus extra depending on student criteria); categorial funds (“keep the lights 

on” discretionary state funds based only on enrollment); and Title 1 funds (federal 
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funds based on free and reduced lunch qualifications).  Our budget will not change 

dramatically next year compared to this or last school year; our most recent dramatic 

change was when we lost Title 1 after 2020/21 due to not meeting the minimum 

qualifications for free and reduced lunch.  The only budget that requires an SSC vote is 

Title 1, but W. Pearson still asks the SSC to review the budget as a whole.  So the 

available budget is essentially remaining unchanged, as are elective offerings for now.  

There will be a change to VAPA funding but we do not have details yet, so SGT will 

consider this in the future.  Lisa Clifner asked if the budget survey categories changed 

from last year.  W. Pearson said there were some small changes. 

 Staffing: Although our projected enrollment for next year is 807 which is slightly less 

than our current enrollment, our Full Time Equivalency (FTE) allocations (staff 

allocation) has been approved to remain unchanged at a 30.4 base.  So we won’t have 

to excess any teachers.  For non-teachers (library tech, attendance assistant, counselors, 

VP, etc) all are remaining unchanged. 

 W. Pearson noted that the response to one budget survey question indicated there’s a 

lack of community awareness of the SPSA, so he’s going to work on marketing that 

better in the future. 

 W. Pearson discussed the budget priorities for next school year based on past spending 

and the budget survey.  He reviewed what discretionary and LCFF funds are generally 

spent on, as well as exact dollars spent this year and the proposed budget for next year.  

J. Person asked if it’s the SSC’s responsibility to adjust the budget as needed.  W. 

Pearson said it’s required for the SSC to do this for Title 1, but since we are not Title 1 

right now, this budget review preferred but not required.  He also explained that LCFF 

does not carry over unspent funds at all, but discretionary can carry over 50%, and that 

budgets are supposed to be spent on that school year. 

 There are no budget transfers currently planned, that will be for a future meeting.  W. 

Pearson asked for any input or comments on the budget.  D. Withers asked how much 

Learning Upgrade software costs compared to IXL.  Learning Upgrade is about 6K, 

compared to 10K for IXL.  Learning Upgrade is mostly used in math but also in other 

subjects by students who need to be brought up to grade level.  It can also be used by 

any student at any time for support or review without teacher guidance which is a 

unique advantage of this software. 

7. Committee 

Updates 
ELAC update – Phyllis Meredith 

DAC update -  open 

 

 

 Update from W. Pearson, Matt Moody has stepped down from the SSC due to 

schedule conflicts.  We are looking for a parent replacement with a EL student. 

 ELAC  –  Phyllis Meredith reviewed the topics for the upcoming DELAC meeting. 

 DAC –  Jamil Person discussed the last DAC meeting which reviewed the purposes 

of SSC and SGT, and the DEMI assessment. 

 

8. Public 

Comment 
   No public comment at this time. 

9. Adjourn  Adjourned at 4:02 p.m.   
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Next meeting March 13, 2023  

  


